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Abstract
Two prominent theories of alignment (priming and grounding) are tested in human–
human text-only computer interactions. In two experiments, dyads of strangers 
and dyads of friends conducted conversations using Instant Messenger. These 
conversations were either neutral in nature or interlocutors were told to disagree on 
a particular topic. Conversations were assessed for paralinguistic, linguistic, semantic, 
affective, and typographical alignment. Results show distinct differences in alignment 
patterns dependent on conversational dynamics. Grounding theory is supported 
and discussion includes examining how nonverbal cues are translated into text-only 
conversation.
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When people interact, they often synchronize (Marsh, Richardson, & Schmidt, 2009) 
or align (Pickering & Garrod, 2004) both verbally and nonverbally, imitating and 
adapting to each other in the use of syntactic structure (e.g., active and passive sen-
tences; Bock, 1986; Branigan, Pickering, & Cleland, 2000), phonology (e.g., Cleland 
& Pickering, 2003; Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 1991), posture (e.g., Shockley, 
Santana, & Fowler, 2003), pragmatics (e.g., Roche, Dale, & Caucci, 2012), and pitch 
and speech rate (e.g., Street, 2006). Several researchers (e.g., Clark & Brennan, 1991) 
have argued that such alignment occurs due to a process called grounding, in which 
interlocutors establish mutual knowledge to promote efficient conversation. 
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Interlocutors align both verbally and nonverbally and seek such alignment from others 
as a clue that they understand each other. For example, when telling a joke, the speaker 
assesses whether the listener is smiling at the same time the speaker is smiling, in order 
to determine whether the listener understands the joke.

In this way, grounding theory suggests that all interactions are collaborations 
between the speaker and listener, in which the listener’s role is to indicate understand-
ing of the speaker’s communication, either verbally (e.g., “I see”) or nonverbally (e.g., 
head nod). If the listener expresses misunderstanding, perhaps by crinkling his eye-
brows in a questioning look, the speaker’s role is to elaborate. In this way, with each 
utterance in a conversation, an indication of understanding or misunderstanding is 
received, and a new utterance or clarification is given.

One key part of grounding in alignment is the ability to design the communication 
for an audience. A speaker takes into account his or her knowledge of the listener’s 
state of knowledge, beliefs, and abilities when devising utterances (Bell, 1984). For 
example, people often use simpler vocabulary and shorter sentences when speaking to 
children than to adults. These assumptions about the listener are often adjusted over 
the course of a conversation as more information is gleaned; for example, Issacs and 
Clark (1987) showed that, in a conversation about landmarks in New York City, speak-
ers adjusted their simple visual descriptions of the landmarks to the name of the land-
mark on learning that the listener was a native to New York City, and vice versa on 
learning the listeners were nonnatives. In this way, alignment may change over the 
course of a conversation as the interlocutors gain new information about each other.

Such evidence of alignment has primarily been found for conversations between 
face-to-face interlocutors. However, people are increasingly socializing via the Internet 
and are projected to do so at ever more increasing rates in the future (Brenner & Smith, 
2013; Lenhart, 2012; Lenhart, Purcell, Smith, & Zickuhr, 2010; Madden & Rainie, 
2003; Rainie, Horrigan, Wellman, & Boase, 2006, The Radicati Group, 2011), specifi-
cally in primarily textual communication channels such as e-mail, instant messaging 
(IM), and social networking sites, such as Twitter. Primarily textual channels, such as 
IM are more complex than face-to-face interactions because of a disjointed dialogue 
style: assessments of understanding cannot co-occur with the “speaker’s” utterance. 
For example, an IM user might write an entire joke before transmitting to an IM part-
ner; assessments of understanding are only gleaned at the end of the joke, in which 
many repair attempts may be necessary in order to determine at what point misunder-
standing occurred. In addition, textual channels remove the ability to assess nonverbal 
information, such as facial expression and pitch, which Clark and Brennan (1991) 
argue are valuable clues for grounding in ongoing conversations. For example, by 
constantly assessing the facial expression of the listener, a speaker who is telling a joke 
may further elaborate during the joke in order to ensure the listener’s understanding; it 
is not necessary for the listener to wait until the end of the joke or depend on the lis-
tener to interrupt with a request for clarification in order to indicate any points of 
misunderstanding. It is likely that because textual environments remove such nonver-
bal information, many assessments of understanding are transmitted verbally instead. 
However, this possibility lacks evidence.
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Despite these challenges, evidence for alignment still exists in such textual envi-
ronments. For example, Branigan, Pickering, Pearson, McLean, and Nass (2003) 
found significant levels of linguistic alignment, and Branigan et al. (2004) found sig-
nificant levels of lexical alignment, in interactions between a person and a computer. 
The authors argued that such alignment was a case of audience design (also see 
Branigan & Pearson, 2006); participants shaped their utterances using the words and 
phrases the computer used in order to fit the perceived constraints of the computer in 
the same way that they would shape their utterances to fit the person to whom they 
were speaking.

However, several researchers have argued that priming may be a better explanation 
for such alignment (for reviews, see Ferreira & Bock, 2006; Pickering & Garrod, 
2004). This position suggests that when two interlocutors communicate, alignment 
both verbally and nonverbally is a result of each interlocutor priming the other; for 
example, a speaker will activate certain words and syntactic features for a listener, 
who in turn uses those features or very closely related forms of those features when he 
or she becomes the new speaker. In other words, a listener mentally maps the speaker’s 
words, syntax, sentence structure, and so on, while listening, and this map is then used 
by the listener when it becomes his or her turn to speak. This shared mental map cre-
ates an efficient way to decrease processing effort in conversation (Smith & Wheeldon, 
2001). As such, alignment between an interlocutor and computer in Branigan et al. 
(2003; Branigan et al., 2004) may have been less about establishing assessments for 
mutual understanding (i.e., the person accommodating what was determined to be the 
knowledge base of the computer), and more about being primed to use specific words 
and lexical formats by the computer.

Branigan et al. (2003; Branigan et al., 2004) found that the rates at which interlocu-
tors aligned with a computer were not significantly different from the rates at which 
interlocutors aligned with each other in a computer-mediated dialogue. In the same 
way, a handful of studies suggest that two interlocutors conversing via computer align 
paralinguistically (i.e., in length and duration of utterances), semantically, structurally, 
and in their use of punctuation (e.g., Bunz & Campbell, 2004; Riordan, Dale, Kreuz, & 
Olney, 2011; Riordan, Markman, & Stewart, 2013; Scissors, Gill, Geraghty, & Gergle, 
2009). However, these authors did not examine the theories of grounding and priming.

The current pair of studies contrasts grounding and priming by examining align-
ment in a text-only computerized conversation. Grounding would predict that the 
nature of the conversation would affect rates of alignment. Conversations involving 
disagreement inherently involve an inability to adopt the perspective of the other, and 
thus should have lower levels of alignment than conversations that are neutral. Priming, 
however, predicts no difference in alignment dependent on the nature of the conversa-
tion; alignment would occur at the same rate because in all cases, each interlocutor 
would be automatically activating words and sentence structures for the other inter-
locutor. Last, grounding would suggest that rates of alignment change with ongoing 
conversing because of adjustments as more information is gained, whereas priming 
would suggest the automatic process does not alter with ongoing conversing because 
activation does not vary as more information is gained.
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While any number of variables can be measured in terms of alignment, six analyses 
of alignment were chosen for analysis in the following experiments. First, we assess 
semantic alignment and alignment in parts of speech, following a long research tradi-
tion. Second, recall that Clark and Brennan (1991) acknowledged that many clues to 
grounding exist (e.g., explicit acknowledgment, verbatim repetition), and among these 
are nonverbal cues such as facial expressions and gestures. Nonverbal cues, however, 
are largely missing in computerized conversation. It is possible that these nonverbal 
cues are translated into computerized communication via verbal, typographical, or 
paralinguistic means (Walther, 1992). Here, we examine four possible substitutions for 
nonverbal behavior that research suggests may be used in computer-mediated text-
only communication. First, Walther, Loh, and Granka (2005) found that face-to-face 
dyads tended to express affinity using nonverbal cues such as vocal intonation, while 
dyads conversing by computer tended to use verbal expressions such as outright state-
ments of liking. Thus, we assess the verbal cue of statements of affect. Second, several 
researchers have suggested that typographical cues, such as emoticons or repeating 
punctuation marks (e.g., !!!), may serve as substitutes for face-to-face nonverbal cues 
(Burgoon, 1985; Byron & Baldridge, 2005; Carey, 1980; Derks, Bos, & von Grumbkow, 
2008; Rice & Love, 1987). Thus, we assess these typographical cues. Third, paralin-
guistic cues can suggest social information, particularly affecting understanding; for 
example, Cramton (2001) found that people tend to assume personal rather than situ-
ational causes for delays in responses, and Jarvenpaa, Knoll, and Leidner (1998) found 
that a lack of response eroded trust between interlocutors in virtual groups. In the cur-
rent study, we examine the paralinguistic cues of both duration of an interlocutor’s 
turn in a conversation and the length in number of words of each turn taken.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants. Forty-two participants (11 males; mean age = 22.5 years, SD = 7.5) com-
pleted a 30-minute session and were given course credit for participation.

Procedure. This study was part of a larger project intended to study online turn con-
struction and argumentation as well as alignment. Three variables of topic, agreement, 
and nonverbal cues were manipulated. Each dyad of a confederate and a participant 
received one of two topics, one of two agreement conditions, and one of two nonverbal 
cue conditions. For the current study, the topic was not a variable of interest and was 
not expected to affect results, and thus is not analyzed. Therefore, the current experi-
ment is a 2 (nonverbal cues) × 2 (agreement) design, with 42 dyads. The manipulation 
of agreement allows assessment of whether conversational dynamics (disagreement or 
neutrality) affect alignment, and the manipulation of nonverbal cues allows determina-
tion as to whether alignment can be found in nonverbal aspects of online interaction.

Participants reported to a lab, where a confederate was introduced as another par-
ticipant in the study. The participant and confederate were then assigned to different 
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rooms with computers. Participants completed a demographic questionnaire and then 
read one of two short articles, one of which argued for making Gardasil a voluntary 
vaccination for sixth-grade girls, and the other which argued for mandating the vac-
cination (adapted from Colgrove, 2006 and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
2010). Participants then answered two questions to ensure they understood the article, 
and were given instructions that their task was to persuade the confederate to agree 
with the article. Participants were also told they were allowed to look for additional 
information on the Internet and were then given a short tutorial on how to use the IM 
program. The confederate was given the same treatment to ensure the participant 
remained naïve to the confederate’s role. Chats lasted approximately 27 minutes, with 
a 2-minute warning before the end.

The confederate was used to manipulate agreement and nonverbal cues. The con-
federate either disagreed with the participant’s arguments about the topic or was unde-
cided/neutral, and either used or did not use nonverbal cues during the chat. Nonverbal 
cues included emoticons, repeating punctuation such as !!! or ???, spelled sounds such 
as ugh, capitalized words, words with repeating letters such as hellllooo, and words 
surrounded by asterisks (taken from Carey, 1980). Other than creating the two condi-
tions in which nonverbal cues were either used or not, no attempt was made to control 
the number or type of nonverbal cues used in the nonverbal cues condition in order to 
ensure as natural a communication environment as possible. The confederate was 
trained in the use of agreement and nonverbal cues during several practice rounds and, 
once the confederate was assigned to her room, a reminder of the current condition 
was placed prominently on her computer. Other than these manipulations, the confed-
erate remained naïve to the hypotheses of the study.

Results

Manipulation Check. Each transcript was checked to ensure the confederate carried out 
the correct condition. The agreement condition was always manipulated successfully; 
for the nonverbal cues conditions, the confederate responded correctly for 39 of the 42 
conversations. In three no-nonverbal-cues conversations, the confederate used a cue, 
but no more than twice. As slipups were rare, these transcripts were not dropped from 
the data set.

Transcripts. Each conversation consisted of, on average, 32 turns with 29 words per 
turn, for an average of 939 words per transcript. A turn consisted of everything one 
person wrote before his or her dyad partner responded. Conversations in which the 
confederate disagreed with the participant had approximately the same number of 
words as conversations in which the confederate was neutral (Disagree: M = 876, SD = 
211; Neutral: M = 1001, SD = 325; t(40) = 1.48, ns).

Data. Our methods of measuring linguistic and semantic alignment are only capable 
of analyzing recognizable words. Thus, for these analyses, it was necessary to correct 
transcripts for misspelled words, common nonwords (e.g., “gonna” was corrected to 
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“going to”), and abbreviations (e.g., “STD” was written out as “sexually transmitted 
disease”). It is possible that these corrections may lead to artificial alignment such if 
when one interlocutor writes, “gonna” and the other writes, “going to,” the correction 
of the first interlocutor’s “gonna” to “going to” would result in a higher rate of align-
ment for that dyad. However, this effect should be the same for all conditions and 
therefore not render statistical comparisons invalid. For analyses of typographical cues 
and length and duration of turns, however, unedited transcripts were used.

All data were analyzed using linear mixed effects (LME) models that controlled for 
multiple observations from the same dyad in the same conversation. LME models 
assume the data are normally distributed, whereas all our data had a gamma distribu-
tion; as a result, all dependent variables were log-transformed except for typographical 
cue use. Fixed effects included the conversation condition, each additional turn taken 
in the conversation, and the interaction of these two variables.

Semantics. Explicit semantic analysis (ESA; Gabrilovich & Markovitch, 2007) is a 
computational method that allows comparisons of the semantic content of two texts on 
several dimensions; words and texts that share similar contexts have similar semantic 
dimensions and thus have a high semantic relatedness. The semantic space used to 
generate relatedness scores consists of Wikipedia articles.

The LME model (see Table 1) shows that semantic alignment (i.e., how semanti-
cally related adjacent turns are) was not affected by the disagreement or neutrality or 
by additional turns in the conversation.

Parts of Speech and Affect. Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, 
Booth, & Francis, 2007) is a text-analysis program that categorizes words from a text 
file based on an internal dictionary and returns a percentage that reflects the number of 
words in a category divided by the total number of words in the text, thus calculating 
the degree to which different categories of words are present in the text. The program 
has been used extensively in several disciplines to examine text in online formats (e.g., 
Dino, Reysen, & Branscombe, 2009; Gill, French, Gergle, & Oberlander, 2008).

While LIWC offers 80 categories for analysis, not all were of theoretical interest in 
the current analyses. Six were selected. First, to detect alignment in parts of speech, we 
used the categories of pronouns, verbs, prepositions, and conjunctions. LIWC also has 
categories for articles and adverbs; because of very low frequencies, these were not 
included in the current analyses. Second, to detect affective alignment, we used the 
categories of negative emotion words and positive emotion words.

LIWC percentages were computed for each of the eight categories for each turn 
taken in the conversation. The difference in the LIWC percentages between adjacent 
turns was then computed for each category. All negative values for these differences 
were made positive to reflect the difference from zero (i.e., perfect alignment). The 
average difference across categories within each of the parts of speech and affect was 
then computed. Thus, for example, our dependent variable represents the difference in 
the percentage value of each part of speech between adjacent turns in a conversation, 
averaged across all four parts of speech.
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The LME model (see Table 1) shows that alignment in parts of speech increased 
more with each additional turn in the disagreement condition than the neutral condi-
tion. A second LME model shows that interlocutors aligned less in the use of affect 
words with each additional turn in a conversation.

Typographical Cues. Though the confederate deliberately used typographical cues in 
half of the conversations (M = 14 cues, SD = 9 per conversation), the use of such cues 
by the participants was quite low. In the cue-use condition only, 8% of participants’ 
turns included a cue; in the no-cue-use condition, 6% of participants’ turns included a 
cue. The lack of change in this number depended on whether the confederate did or did 
not use cues shows a lack of alignment at this level. Because of such low use of cues, 
the data were reduced to a binary coding of whether or not the participant included a 
cue. Whether or not the participant used at least one cue in a transcript was not related 
to whether or not the confederate used cues, t(40) = .27, ns.

Duration. The number of seconds between when one person’s turn was first presented 
to his dyad partner and when the partner responded was computed to determine the 
duration of a turn. The difference in duration between adjacent turns was then com-
puted, and negative values made positive to reflect the difference from zero (i.e., per-
fect alignment).

An LME model (see Table 1) shows that alignment decreased with each additional 
turn in the conversation, and that alignment decreased more with each additional turn 
in the disagreement condition than the neutral condition.

Table 1. Experiment 1 Linear Mixed Effects Models.

Intercept

If disagree 
condition (as 
opposed to 

neutral)
Each additional 

turn

Disagree 
condition × 

Additional turn

Length 2.24
(9.39)

−0.10
(8.50)

+0.02***
(9.58)

+0.03**
(9.68)

Duration 3.04
(20.91)

+0.11
(23.34)

+0.01*
(21.12)

+0.02*
(21.33)

% Four parts of speech 1.73
(5.64)

+0.14
(6.49)

+0.003
(5.66)

−0.01*
(5.58)

% Affect words 0.71
(2.03)

+0.06
(2.16)

+0.03***
(2.10)

−0.008
(2.02)

ESA relatedness score −0.46
(0.63)

−0.007
(0.63)

+0.000
(0.63)

+0.002
(0.63)

Note. Non–log-transformed values are in parentheses. Lower values indicate greater alignment except for 
explicit semantic analysis (ESA), in which lower values indicate less alignment.
*p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001.
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Length. The number of words in each turn was computed, and the difference in length 
between adjacent turns was computed. All negative values were made positive to 
reflect the difference from zero (i.e., perfect alignment). As such, greater values indi-
cate a greater difference, or lower alignment, between interlocutors.

The LME model (see Table 1) shows decreasing alignment with each additional 
turn taken in a conversation; further, alignment decreased more with each additional 
turn in the disagreement condition than the neutral condition.

Discussion

Experiment 1 shows significant effects of additional turns in a conversation on the 
levels of alignment between interlocutors, particularly in paralinguistic (length and 
duration) and affective (positive and negative emotion words) variables. Experiment 1 
also shows interactions between conversation condition and additional turns, particu-
larly for paralinguistic and parts of speech variables. It is clear that conversational 
dynamics, including those that unfold with more conversing, affect patterns of align-
ment, a conclusion that supports grounding theory. A full discussion of these results is 
related after Experiment 2.

However, though the confederate in Experiment 1 remained naïve as to the analyses 
to be performed, it is possible that repeated use of the same confederate influenced the 
results regarding conversational dynamics; that is, because the same confederate was 
arguing the same topic multiple times, the confederate may have gotten faster and 
more articulate during the disagreement conversation and this accounts for the differ-
ences in conversational dynamics. In Experiment 2, we seek address of this concern by 
ensuring that no participant is in the same topic condition more than once.

Also in Experiment 2, participants were dyads of friends, rather than a stranger and 
confederate as in Experiment 1, in order to make conversations more naturalistic; it 
can be effectively argued that most IM conversations take place between people who 
are familiar with each other. In addition, new disagreement and neutral conditions 
were designed in order to generalize Experiment 1 results. Last, these conversation 
conditions were designed to be within-subjects rather than between-subjects as in 
Experiment 1 in order to allow more powerful analyses of conversation type.

Experiment 2

Method

Participants. Thirty-five dyads of friends (N = 70, 22 males, M age = 19.7 years, SD = 
3.58 years) participated in the study for course credit or 10 dollars each. Eighteen 
dyads consisted of two females, 12 of mixed sex. The average length of friendship was 
3.57 years (SD = 4.58).

Procedure. Participants reported to a lab with a friend, who also participated. Each 
participant was placed in a room with a computer separate from her friend. Each filled 
out a short demographics questionnaire.
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This study included two parts. The first part was an e-mail study in which partici-
pants e-mailed back and forth with their partner about two different topics. The second 
part, which is relevant here, consists of two IM conversations. The parts were counter-
balanced as to which was completed first.

Each dyad completed two 20-minute IM conversations, a disagreement, and a neu-
tral conversation. Conversation type was counterbalanced as to which came first. For 
the neutral conversation, participants were told to IM about any topic they desired. For 
the disagreement conversation, each participant was given a short article. One partici-
pant read arguments supporting a change in printing fees at their university from a 
tuition-based to a per-use based system. The other participant read arguments for not 
changing the tuition-based system (see the appendix). Each was told to persuade the 
other to agree with the viewpoint of the side they were assigned.

Results

Transcripts. Each of the 70 conversations consisted of, on average, 56 turns with 17 
words per turn, for an average of 739 words per transcript. Interlocutors wrote approx-
imately the same number of words per conversation in each condition (Neutral: M = 
772, SD = 237; Disagreement: M = 706, SD = 238; t(68) = 1.17, ns).

Data. All data were analyzed using the same methods as in Experiment 1.

Semantics. For Experiment 2, we again used ESA to examine semantic analysis and 
also attempted to generalize the results using a second method. Correlated occurrence 
analogue to lexical semantic (COALS; Rohde, Gonnerman, & Plaut, 2005) is different 
from the ESA method used in Experiment 1 because it normalizes high frequency 
words (such as the) in order to factor out an effect of frequency in calculations of 
semantic similarity, resulting in more consistent judgments.

LME models (see Table 2) show the same effects result from the use of either 
method; semantic alignment is greater in the disagreement condition than the neutral 
condition, though the level of alignment decreases with additional turns in the 
conversation.

Parts of Speech and Affect. As in Experiment 1, LIWC was employed for analyses. 
LME models (see Table 2) show greater alignment for parts of speech in the disagree-
ment condition than the neutral condition. This alignment increased with each addi-
tional turn in a conversation.

The LME model (see Table 2) also shows greater alignment in affect words in the 
disagreement condition than in the neutral condition. Affect word alignment decreases 
with each additional turn, but increases more with each additional turn in the disagree-
ment condition than the neutral condition.

Typographical Cues. While a confederate either used or did not use cues in Experiment 
1, in Experiment 2, no instructions regarding the use of typographical cues were given. 
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Strikingly, in Experiment 1, only 6% to 8% of turns by participants included a typo-
graphical cue (depending on whether the confederate did or did not use cues), but in 
Experiment 2, between friends, 39% of all turns included some type of typographical 
cue. For Experiment 2, turns with cues and without cues were binary coded and the 
difference between adjacent turns calculated, such that adjacent turns that both had 
cues or both did not have cues exhibited perfect alignment (i.e., 0) and adjacent turns 
that were mismatched exhibited nonalignment (i.e., 1). The LME model (see Table 2) 
shows that alignment in the use of cues did not differ by condition, with additional 
turns, or with the interaction of these two variables.

Duration. The LME model (see Table 2) revealed less alignment in the disagreement 
condition than in the neutral condition. Duration alignment increased with each addi-
tional turn in the conversation and increased more with each additional turn in the 
disagreement condition than in the neutral condition.

Length. The LME model (see Table 2) shows less alignment in length in the disagree-
ment condition than the neutral condition. Length alignment increased more with each 
additional turn in the disagreement condition than in the neutral condition.

Table 2. Experiment 2 Linear Mixed Effects Models.

Intercept

If disagree 
condition (as 
opposed to 

neutral)
Each additional 

turn

Disagree 
condition × 

Additional turn

Length 1.80
(6.05)

+0.47***
(9.68)

−0.001
(6.04)

−0.004**
(6.03)

Duration 2.30
(9.97)

+0.69***
(19.89)

−0.002**
(9.95)

−0.004**
(9.93)

% Four parts of speech 2.09
(8.08)

−0.15***
(6.96)

−0.002***
(8.07)

−0.000
(8.08)

% Affect words 1.14
(3.13)

−0.13*
(2.75)

+0.002**
(3.13)

-0.003**
(3.12)

COALS relatedness score 0.12
(1.13)

+0.09***
(1.23)

−0.0004**
(1.13)

−0.0004
(1.13)

ESA relatedness score
Typographical cues

0.32
(1.38)
0.43

+0.18***
(1.65)
−0.05

−0.0007**
(1.38)
−0.0001

−0.0004
(1.38)
−0.0005

Note. COALS = correlated occurrence analogue to lexical semantic; ESA = explicit semantic analysis. 
Non–log-transformed values are in parentheses. Lower values indicate greater alignment except for 
COALS and ESA, in which lower values indicate less alignment.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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Discussion

The current set of experiments examined levels of semantic, linguistic, affective, typo-
graphical, and paralinguistic alignment between human interlocutors conversing 
within different conversational dynamics in a text-only environment. Results reveal 
distinctly different patterns of alignment depending on conversation type, which var-
ied with continued conversing. While the models suggest gradual change, however, 
the conversational dynamics are actually more varied and differ widely in variability 
by conversation type; for example, Figure 1 is a depiction of duration alignment 
between a dyad of two friends in Experiment 2 over the course of their two conversa-
tions. The variability seen in Figure 1 is representative of the kind of variability found 
in most friend dyads’ conversations and suggests constant readjustment while convers-
ing, with more adjustment necessary in disagreement than in neutral conversations, 
even for the same dyad. For a depiction of variability in duration alignment during the 
course of a conversation averaged across all dyads in both experiments, see Figure 2.

Results largely support grounding theory rather than priming. Several types of align-
ment are subject to conversational context and change with continued conversing, even 
within the same dyad. These effects would not be expected for priming; priming would 
suggest that interlocutors continually synchronize despite conversational dynamics. 
Furthermore, priming theory would not have predicted changes in alignment as conver-
sations continued, whereas grounding theory is predicated on the idea that a conversa-
tion requires ongoing adjustment as more information is gathered.

One of the most interesting findings was that while ongoing conversation largely 
led to greater alignment for friends in Experiment 2, it led to no effect or less align-
ment for strangers in Experiment 1. While conclusions about the effect of relational 
dynamics are limited by the fact that direct statistical comparisons between strangers 
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and friends were not possible, we offer two potential explanations. First, the low pos-
sibility of future conversation may have mediated the motivation of strangers to work 
toward mutual understanding, whereas a high possibility motivated friends to do so. 
Indeed, Walther (1992) argued that in order for two people to develop a relationship 
online, there must be a motivation for that relationship; it is possible that strangers lack 
motivation to develop any form of relationship for the duration of the experiment. 
Second, the relational dynamics themselves may have played a role in alignment. For 
example, Bell (1984) showed that a speaker will take into account his or her knowl-
edge of the listener’s beliefs and abilities when formulating sentences; Issacs and 
Clark (1987) showed that speakers make adjustments in their descriptions of land-
marks on learning that the listener lives near the landmark. In the same way, friends 
begin a conversation with prior knowledge about the other, which strangers either gain 
or do not gain over the course of a conversation; this prior knowledge may affect rates 
of alignment. Unfortunately, no definitive conclusions can be reached with the current 
set of experiments; the effect remains to be determined by future research.

This study also suggests that in text-only computer-mediated communication, the 
nonverbal dynamics that are key to grounding in face-to-face become verbal or para-
linguistic rather than typographical. That is, in order to accommodate a channel in 
which body language is absent, interlocutors are expressing cues to emotion using 
words, response delays, or long/short responses rather than varied punctuation cues. 
Interestingly, patterns of alignment for these variables were very different between the 
Experiment 1 dyads of strangers and the Experiment 2 dyads of friends (see Figure 2 
for a visual comparison of duration alignment). These patterns suggest that interlocu-
tors may be aware that such information is indicative of relational information, in line 
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with Cramton (2001), Jarvenpaa et al. (1998), Liu, Ginther, and Zelhart (2002), 
Walther and Bunz (2005), Rintel and Pittam (1997), and others. Friends may be more 
motivated to pay attention to, and to generate, this information than strangers. Future 
research might assess this possibility.

In addition, the use of verbal cues (in this case, affect words) occurred at a much 
higher rate in the conversations than did typographical cues and was affected by con-
versational dynamics that differed between the types of interlocutor relationships and 
changed with continued conversing. It is interesting that we found far greater use of 
typographical cues between friends than between strangers; if typographical cues were 
helpful for filling in missing nonverbal information (as several researchers have argued: 
e.g., Byron & Baldridge, 2005; Derks et al., 2008; Harris & Paradice, 2007; Lo, 2008; 
but see Walther & D’Addario, 2001), it should be more important to use these cues with 
interlocutors who are unfamiliar with one’s personality and emotions because those 
who are familiar may be able to fill in this information on the basis of prior knowledge 
about the interlocutor. However, it is possible that the meaning of typographical cues 
lies in the relationship between those interacting; Utz (2000) found that Multi-User 
Dungeon players used more emoticons as they developed relationships with other play-
ers and the use of emoticons correlated with friendship development. The findings of 
the current study reflect this idea; the friends in Experiment 2 used typographical cues 
far more often than the strangers in Experiment 1. It may also be that emoticons are 
substitutes for social information that people simply do not share during interactions 
with strangers, only with friends. In either case, this supposition would fit with explana-
tions of audience design and, in turn, support grounding theory.

Conclusion

The current study suggests that alignment is subject to conversational dynamics that 
unfold with continued conversing, which supports grounding theory. This study also 
generalizes patterns of alignment to a text-only computer-mediated channel, suggest-
ing that nonverbal information present in face-to-face conversation is translated into 
other formats, such as alignment in the length and duration of responses or in explicit 
statements of affect.

Appendix

The University currently charges everyone a flat rate for printing as part of tuition. The 
University is currently considering a proposal to charge for paper use on a per-use 
basis instead of including these costs as part of tuition.

In this chat, we want you to try and persuade your friend that this per-use fee is a 
(GOOD/BAD) IDEA!

Below are some arguments you might want to use, but you can use whatever argu-
ments you think will be the most persuasive.

[Arguments presented to participants assigned “good idea”:]
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1. It will reduce the amount of printing on campus because students will only 
print what they are willing to pay for.

2. It will reduce tuition costs because printing fees will not be included in tuition.
3. It will teach students to be more environmental because they will learn to use 

alternatives to paper printing.
4. It will make printing necessary print jobs in computer labs easier because there 

will be fewer unnecessary print jobs in the printer queue.
5. It will save students money because they won’t have to pay for printing they 

don’t do as part of their tuition, and because students who use eReaders, iPads, 
etc, won’t have to pay for printing they don’t do.

[Arguments presented to participants assigned “bad idea”:]

1. It will punish students for doing their work because they will pay to print out 
their readings and assignments. Students who don’t print them out won’t have 
to pay.

2. It will increase the fees students pay because tuition may not be reduced the 
full amount of their printing costs.

3. It will be frustrating for students because they will have to authorize a charge 
every time they print or copy.

4. It will be a financial burden on students because the bill will come at the end 
of the semester, long after financial aid has been disbursed.

5. It will not teach students to be more environmental because students will just 
print at home or somewhere else where they won’t be charged.
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